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Abstract: In Software's we use for painting traditionally available with devices which are used to point like keyboard, mouse. They have certain advantages and disadvantages whereas beyond that they also have limitations which cannot stated as disadvantages. Everybody can use it but user who are using it must be familiar with computer and its peripheral devices. Basically we are focusing on covering more users under same software used by users in efficient manner. As we are pointing using hand gestures it have some uniqueness and it increases user friendliness of the software which we are developing. Using hand gestures associated with different actions it will draw different shapes on paint screen. We aim to design a Smart Paint software which is developed using Haar-Like classifier and python. This software will enable user to use paint who may not be familiar with computer peripheral pointing devices. This system only needs camera of laptop or webcam and hand gestures.
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1. Introduction

Paint box are one of the important feature of computer systems, which are used for different purpose at different places. As it is controlled by traditional pointing devices like keyboard, mouse. Most of the people are familiar with various painting software. In the digital social media where photos or images got much importance, the need of a user-friendly painting software is essential. The traditional painting software require a hardware pointing devices or a touch sensitive screen for interaction. In most cases we need a hardware medium for interacting with the software system. This project propose a camera based Human Computer Interaction (HCI) system in which movements of user hand is directly involved in creating and manipulation of art (painting). Here we prefer the standard image-processing library Open CV. The reason is by comparing various aspects of our proposed system, Open CV is more flexible than that of Matlab. In our system, we have included interactive art for improving the educational experience. The related gesture interactive mechanism include Interactive art system for multiple users based on tracking hand The proposed HCI system captures video of people hand movements using a high resolution camera and then converted into necessary drawing. According to Hand Gesture Real Time Paint Tool – Box: Machine Learning Approach [1] study of approaches used for painting software with accuracy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glove Based Approach</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Vision Approach</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning Approach</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

According to study of above approaches machine learning approach is best to gain accuracy to make user-friendly software. Machine Learning approach used with Haar-Like classifier, which is used according to different body organs, which is trying to detect in scenario. Here hands are used so for drawing gestures so detection of hands are done by Haar-Like Classifier. Python platform has more wide scope than java in case of accuracy and execution speed. OpenCV library helps to capture and plot image using camera or webcam.

2. Problem statement

In current scenario MS Paint or different paint software’s are used for editing or drawing images on screen with traditional pointing devices are used. For editing image or drawing shape user do not have any other option except keyboard mouse to use paint software. As device or hardware interface is required to use software which impacts on cost of the project or system. So to avoid this we are proposing a Smart paint software which can be used without any hardware interface. Hand gestures are best way to communicate with computer system.

3. Literature review

Following papers shows a survey of different proposed hand gesture and computer based approaches to eliminate hardware interfaces that costs less.

Hand Gesture Real Time Paint Tool Box: Machine Learning Approach [1], they discussed about gesture based paint tool box which has 6 gestures to draw line, draw circle. This paper states various approaches through which a paint tool box accuracy can be achieved. To achieve more accuracy than any other approach they have used machine learning approach. According to the survey Machine learning approach gives 96% accurate result. They have Haar-Like classifier which is used to track the hands and they have also used edge detection for calculating threshold
value of the object which is in front of the camera. They implement this by using simple hand gestures and web cam of laptop or desktop. Haar-Like classifier used to compare the image which is captured to the gesture present in current dataset, if matched resulted action performed on the screen. Isolated hand are captured and classifier used to separate them with background image and other body parts. For color selection they have used some conversion method which is Gray conversion if selected color is in Black and White or in RGB color form, for color selection they have used disjointing the color set used to analyze the color and draw colored shaped object.

Gloved and Free Hand Tracking based Hand Gesture Recognition [2], they discussed about continuous hand gesture recognition. It reports the robust and efficient hand tracking as well as segmentation algorithm where a new method, based on wearing glove on hand is utilized. We have focused on another tracking algorithm, which is based on the skin color of the palm part of the hand i.e. free hand tracking. A comparative study between the two tracking methods is presented in this paper. A fingertip can be segmented for the proper tracking in spite of full hand part. Waving goodbye is a gesture. Pressing the key on a keyboard is not the gesture because the motion of a finger on its way to hitting a key is neither observed nor significant. So the gloved hand is tracked and the value stored is active to recognition. According to glove based recognition technique it is easy to find color selection by identifying the color of the glove wearied by user. Free hand tracking reduces the cost estimation of time and space of the algorithm.

Low cost approach for Real Time Sign Language Recognition [3], they discussed to overcome this problem technology can act as an intermediate flexible medium for speech impaired people to communicate amongst themselves and with other individuals as well as to enhance their level of learning / education. The objective of this research is to identify a low cost, affordable method that can facilitate hearing and speech impaired people to communicate with the world in more comfortable way where they can easily get what they need from society and also can contribute to the well-being of the society. Another expectation is to use the research outcome as learning tool of sign language where learners can practice signs. In this paper Sign Language Recognition is done and then Contour matching is performed. As soon as contour is matched the recognition is completed. Here Hu-moments and YCrCb color space is part of contour matching. This project has wide scope in terms of words and phrases which can be formed by action and captured by action as set of actions. By applying machine learning algorithm with state machine in intelligent sign language recognition system.

Human Computer Interaction Using Face and Gesture Recognition [4], they discussed and present a face and gesture recognition based human-computer interaction (HCI) system using a single video camera. Different from the conventional communication methods between users and machines, they combine head pose and hand gesture to control the equipment. They can identify the position of the eyes and mouth, and use the facial center to estimate the pose of the head. Two new methods are presented: automatic gesture area segmentation and orientation normalization of the hand gesture. It is not mandatory for a user to keep gestures in upright position, the system segments and normalizes the gestures automatically. The user can control multiple devices, including robots simultaneously through wireless network.

Hand Gesture Recognition for Indian Sign Language [5], they discussed about hand gesture recognition system to recognize the alphabets of Indian Sign Language. Cam shift method and Hue, Saturation, Intensity (HSV) color model are used for hand tracking and segmentation. For gesture recognition, Genetic Algorithm is used. We propose the easy-to-use and inexpensive approach to recognize single handed as well as double handed gestures accurately. This system can definitely help millions of deaf people to communicate with the other normal people. This system consist of life cycle for tracking gestures Hand Tracking, Segmentation, Feature Extraction, Gesture Recognition. For object tracking they have studied point tracking, kernel tracking, silhouette tracking. According to that study used Camshift Method gives more accurate result.

Real Time Sign Language Recognition using consumer depth camera [6], they discussed about recognition of different hand gestures for 24 alphabetic letters. For classification purpose they have used multi-layered random forest (MLRF). This reduces training time and memory consumption which reduces forest automatically in very short time a home computers. Used MLRF technique is potentially high accurate and takes very short time for training and memory. Feature Extraction process involves digital image processing, ESF descriptor which used to detect hand and it consist of histogram sets which are combined. Histogram describe the distributions of the distance between two random points in point cloud. MLRF method has random forest, clustering the data, Training and Evaluation of that data. Clustering of the data compute the features at a given aggregation level; create artificial cluster which consist of data and sampled data. According to calculation differentiate the clustered data and the forest. Evolution differentiate the data in synthetic and real classification which consist of different gestures associated with their signs which is captured using depth camera, real data has dataset of 24 static signs derived from American Sign Language(ASL).

Vision Based Hand Gesture Recognition [7], they discussed about glove based hand recognition through a wearable glove called as cumbersome glove-like device which has sensors used to sense the movements of hands and fingers. Collected data through sensors is then send to the computer. This approach has high accuracy and fast reaction speed but data gloves which are used are very expensive. It costs around $12,500 which is as much as high configured supercomputer. Through this
technology 85% accuracy can be achieved. Another mentioned approach is color glove based approach which combines glove based and vision based approach. But color glove based approach has certain limitation such as shades of that color, Camera which is used to capture those gestures. Life cycle of the project is Capture the image Detection and Segmentation, Tracking of hands, Interpreting hand gestures and application. Detection involves skin color, shape, Background Subtraction. Tracking of hands uses optical flow and Camshift method. It uses Tracking-Learning-Detection with these three methods it tracks and binds the gestures. For classification they have used Hidden Markov Model and Finite State machine. Vision based approach gives high accuracy and has better result produced but as it is based on glove based approach it becomes expensive even it is easy to handle and operate.

The Vision-Based Hand Gesture Recognition Using Blob Analysis [8], this paper discussed about Human Computer Interaction and hand gesture classification captured through contact-based and vision-based devices. For classifying the gestures they have used Blob Analysis method. For contact based devices user require to wear external hardware while vision based devices not require any external hardware support. They also studied problem regarding skin color recognition process depending on illumination changes. To recognize the gesture they have used hidden markov model and Dynamic Time Wrapping and Support Vector machine. Fundamental studies which learned from this paper is Multi-Object tracking which defined as locating moving object using feature extraction algorithm which includes feature vector, SIFT, Particle Filter, Kalman Filter and Optical Flow. Optical Flow defined as technique, which is used to detect moving objects within image. There are certain changes related to background because use of different differential equation which applied between frames in detection problem. Proposed method in this paper follow procedure as Video Acquisition and distribute them into frames, Image capturing and separation conversion from RGB to grayscale conversion, Mean calculation. Blob analysis is used to calculate statics of labeled region. This paper proposes an alternative idea for contact based device hand recognition, which is less expensive and as accurate as Contact based technology.

Real Time Hand Gesture Recognition for Human Computer Interaction [9], this paper discussed about hand gesture recognition and its wide scope of controlling systems in all fields. Hand Gestures can be used to replace traditional pointing devices such as mouse and keyboards. They proposed a system for desktop application, which is implemented by using OpenCV library in C++. In this system Depth Segmentation and Hand Color Model used for detecting hands. After they have configured palm and hand as separate, detection technique according to the gestures will be varied. The Senz 3d camera captures a RGB video frame and associated depth data and threshold value of that data is calculated data to remove background. To find convexity defect they have used $y=mx+c$ equation of slope. Static Regression Rate when there is no or small relative motion between camera and the hand and Dynamic Recognition Rate. Result of the system developed are result are accurate as compared to previous systems. Capturing speed increased and processing time is reduced. The proposed method is able to perform in real time at 30 frames per second, achieving high recognition rate while utilizing minimal processing power. This system can be extend to improve accuracy of hand detection, increasing its range and performing real time capturing. Also we can implement this system in 3 dimensional pose estimation of hands where more graphical view can be plotted on system with robust fingertips tracking.

Hand Gesture Recognition Using Different Algorithms Based on Artificial Neural Network [10], this paper discussed about edge detection and skin detection algorithm with their differences. According to discussion edge detection algorithm working is capture the video and convert them into frames to convert grayscale which helps to plot histogram which helps for edge detection of hand. Fill image implement that drawing shape with boundary of that shape. For capturing the edges and borders of the diagram vectorization is used. After that fingerprint tracking is done for gesture identification defined in dataset which is displayed in system output. For above process they have used webcam as camera module. Another defined algorithm used is skin detection which is used for detection of hands using camera module. Video Capture is first stage which is then it is converted frames with rate at 30 FPS. Instead of edge detection here skin detection is used, with their boundary detection stored in vector and fingerprint tracking with this gesture detection using defined dataset and drawn shape is drawn on system output.

4. Conclusion

Here with all above paper study we conclude that using Machine learning approach accuracy can be achieved of free hand detection without wearing any glove. Glove based technology has accuracy but to wear a glove which is embedded with sensors are more costly i.e. $12000 so practically every user will not able buy for their daily work. The proposed system helps the user to perform hand gesturing in an efficient and cost effective manner. After system is setup, the User interaction can be increased drastically, which makes it even easier for a user because they can interact easy and effectively with the system, rather than usage of tradition software products. Another mention approach is vision based which implies on Computer Vision method which is more accurate than glove based approach but if any barrier occurred then it cannot be easily overcome. So using machine learning and haar-like classifier we can eliminate cost factor as well as noise or any type of barrier easily. With this approach we can easily improve the scope of our software. The above paper study improves feasibility of the product as well as clears understanding of functional requirements. Our approach has better performance than those proposed in the previous applications. With small modification to the proposed system it can be used in many
other fields. In other words it can replace every existing user interacting devices. With small modification to the proposed system it can be used in many other fields. In other words it can replace every existing user interacting devices.
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